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The Dance Department maintains a supportive, rigorous and challenging dance atmosphere that prepares students for the 

requirements of today’s professional dance world. The knowledge, discipline, creativity and serious nature of the dance 

program aids students in advancing their education in conservatories, universities and colleges, thus enabling them to 

prepare for careers in dance. Students receive training in ballet, modern, jazz, tap, dance history, music theory, theatre 

improvisation, stagecraft, nutrition and injury prevention. Because the instructional program utilizes the artist-teacher 

instructional concept, students have the advantage of knowing and experiencing dance as an art. Visiting artists help serve as 

role models and guides to dance students, so they may have a clear outlook about their career choices. With the knowledge 

gained at NOCCA, students become technically sound, confident and disciplined for any future they aspire to achieve. 

Admission 

The Center accepts students to the Dance Department on a probationary basis for the first three weeks of instruction. In 

addition, dance faculty members reserve the right to decide at the end of the first semester and at the end of the school year 

whether the learning progress, readiness for instruction and physical proportions of each student (which can undergo 

changes during adolescence) justify continued enrollment and/or admission to the next level. Students must maintain a “B” 

grade-point average in order to remain in the dance program. Any student who fails to meet these requirements is placed on 

probation and if progress is not made, he or she is counseled out of the dance program. Except in extenuating situations 

and with faculty approval, any student placed on probation for more than one quarter of the school year is not invited to 

enroll the next year.  

Placement Level 

Dance faculty members determine and assign students to the level best suited to their age and stage of technical, mental and 

physical development. Students entering their first year at NOCCA are usually placed in Level I, regardless of their academic 

level. Spending one year in any level does not guarantee a move up to the next level the following year. Mastery of 

requirements in each level is prerequisite to advancement. 

General Requirements & Guidelines 

Students accepted to the dance program are expected to participate in all coursework. Consistent, sequential and intensive 

instruction in dance is fundamental to the development and preparation of a professional dancer. 

Students must fully cooperate with performance specifications, attend rehearsals, class and bring all required supplies. 

Failure to adhere to performance requirements results in a lower grade and in some cases immediate withdrawal from the 

program.  

ALL STUDENTS MUST GET WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM NOCCA FACULTY AND CHAIR IN ADVANCE OF 

CONSIDERING OR ACCEPTING OUTSIDE WORK IN THE COMMUNITY. OUTSIDE WORK MUST NEVER 

INTERFERE WITH NOCCA CLASSES AND REHEARSALS. THIS INCLUDES STUDENTS INVOLVED WITH 

DANCE COMPETITIONS REGIONALLY AND NATIONALLY AS WELL AS SEASONAL PERFORMANCES SUCH 

AS THE NUTCRACKER. 

Attendance 

Attendance and tardy regulations are strictly enforced. Students must arrive on time, change into dance clothes and go 

directly to their assigned classrooms. Students are not permitted to participate in class without a tardy slip. If students miss 

their first period they are marked absent for the day. Should they leave school before or during their second period without 

consent, they are marked absent for the day and may be placed on probation, suspension or withdrawal from NOCCA. 



Excessive medical absences, although considered excused, will put a student in jeopardy of receiving a failing grade. A 

student may be able to makeup all written assignments during this period, but considering the physical requirements of the 

dance department it will be difficult for them to assimilate all the information given during their absence. This could result 

in probation and/or withdrawal.  

Dance students are required to attend all NOCCA dance performances as well as dance performances offered to NOCCA 

students by professional organizations.  Students are required to write a critique of each performance. Failure to attend and 

turn in written assignments results in a lower grade. 

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

Instructional objectives are written as “on-going” because once an objective is covered it is used continually throughout all 

levels to greater degrees of proficiency.   

Classical Ballet Technique 

The discipline of ballet at NOCCA begins by covering the basic fundamentals upon which ballet technique is built. The 

focus of study includes analysis of these concepts: alignment (posture), weight placement, transfer of weight, anatomically 

correct turn-out, coordination, flexibility and the proper use of muscles for correct development of muscular shape using the 

resistance and opposition philosophy. Emphasis is placed on the movement value of the steps, developing muscular strength 

and stamina (breath control) and musicality involving different rhythms, accents and phrasing. Pointe work and solo 

variations from the classical repertoire and male technique characteristic of the male classical repertoire are demanded in the 

more advanced levels. A knowledge of ballet terminology and a written knowledge of the entire ballet vocabulary along with 

the familiarity of all major syllabuses is expected. In the final year concentration turns to presenting oneself as an artist, 

mastering the various styles of choreography and perfecting the finishing touches of virtuosity. 

Expectations for Classical Ballet Level I (B1):  

By the end of the school year Level I students must master the following: 
1)  Proper alignment of the entire body which includes the placement of the torso, legs, feet, arms, hands and head 

2) Correct weight placement and the coordination of the weight transfer 

3) Correct turnout according to the individual’s anatomical structure 

4) The 11 basic body positions, the basic arm and head positions and all arabesque lines à terre and up to 45 degrees en l’air 

5) Coordination skills incorporating the use of the head and arms with the legs and feet 

6) A musical ear 

7) A basic vocabulary of physical steps and movements covered in Level I 

8) Verbal and written knowledge of the ballet terminology used in Level I 

9) An overview of ballet history 

Expectations for Classical Ballet Level II (B2):  

By the end of the school year Level II, students must master the following: 
1) Continual development of all Level I requirements 

2) New physical vocabulary 

3) Development of strength in the feet, legs and back 

4) Acquiring the qualities of aplomb and ballon 

5) Increased use of the relevé work 



6) Faster music tempos and changes in rhythmical structures to develop musically 

7) Extensions of 90 degrees en l’air 

8) Jumps with beats 

9) Pointe work 

10) Verbal and written knowledge of the ballet terminology used in Level II 

Expectations for Classical Ballet Level III (B3):  

By the end of the school year Level III students must master the following: 

1) Continual development of all Level I and II requirements 

2) More advanced movements and enchaînments with musical phrasing within the enchaînments 

3) Increased strength and stability 

4) Development of artistry 

5) Development of higher extensions 

6) Increasing ballon in jumps and turning jumps 

7) Fluid movement of all dance steps 

8) Even faster tempos and more structurally complex combinations musically and technically 

9) More advanced pointe work 

10) Physical accomplishment of all new vocabulary used in this level 

11) Verbal and written knowledge of the terminology used in Level III 

Expectations for Classical Ballet Level IV (B4):  

By the end of the school year Level IV students must master the following: 

1) Concentrate on perfecting all previous work 

2) Developing more stamina and strength 

3) One’s presentation of a dancer as an artist 

4) Turning jumps while beating the legs 

5) Consecutive turning exercises 

6) The physical development of virtuosity 

7) The most advanced pointe work which includes execution of variations from the classical repertoire for the females 

8) The most advanced steps characteristic of male classical technique and an execution of classical variations from the male 

classical repertoire for the males 

9) Verbal and written knowledge of the entire ballet terminology and familiarity with the thee major syllabuses (Vagonova, 

Cecchetti and RAD) 

10) Different styles of choreography in ballet 

Modern Technique 

The program aims to produce modern dancers with the technical capacity to adapt to the wide variety of choreographic 

styles in the field today. Students will be introduced to concepts such as off axis movement, undulations, inversions and 



improvisation. Students will be encouraged to develop a professional attitude to their art, to display the required etiquette in 

class and rehearsal and most importantly to attain the mind-set of a powerful performer. 

Expectations for Modern Dance 1 (MD1):  

By the end of the school year Level1students must master the following: 

1)  Floor work:     

contraction and release 

high release 

spiral, 

correct position of the back in second position and when lying down. 

2)  Center work: 

the use of contraction release, high release and spiral whilst standing 

correct posture in parallel and turned out 

articulation of the feet (use of the floor) stabilization of the supporting side of the body whilst the other side is moving 

an understanding of external rotation in both the standing and working leg as well as correct hip flexion to prevent 

hip-hiking swing 

release of the head from central, up right position, tilt turns in plie as well as on eleve 

3)  Across the floor:  

“hang time” in jumps 

ability to extend the movement through the space using longest/widest  

possible base of support (stance) 

understanding of bi directional pull to create stability 

4)  Overall: the focus will be on strengthening and conditioning the body to allow for maintenance of correct posture and 

technique. Students will also be taught to stretch and release their muscles in order to counteract the strong use of 

stabilizing movement at this level. 

Expectations for Modern Dance II (MD2):  

By the end of the school year Level II students must master the following: 

1)  Floor work:  

Diagonal pull through the body and scanning based on Bartinieff fundamentals 

sequential movement into and out of the floor 

beginning to develop upper body strength for inversions, shoulder rolls 

2)  Center work:  

standing and turning off axis 

undulations, releasing into the floor from standing 

begin to show the difference between release and control, in other words an understanding of weight and momentum 

as opposed to strength  

3)  Across the floor: 

A translation of the principals of contraction and release, fall and recover into traveling movement 



4)  Overall: smoother, more seamless transitions between steps, the ability to learn movement more quickly and to retain it. 

The use of breath and core support to create more efficient whole body movement thus reducing the workload of peripheral 

muscle groups. 

Expectations for Modern Dance III (MD3):  

By the end of the school year Level III students must master the following: 

1)  Technique:   

students should have attained sufficient abdominal and upper body strength to move seamlessly in and out of the floor 

and through inversions using contraction and release as an impetus to movement and spiral, cross body pull and 

head-tail connection for articulation and fluidity. These techniques should be combined in a way that allows for the 

most efficient use of effort 

likewise, for standing and traveling movement, students should be able to alternate between deeply grounded 

movement and lifted, suspended movement 

Students should also demonstrate an intellectual understanding of these techniques and should be able to contrast 

them with other modern dance techniques 

2)  Improvisation:  

solo warm up dance 

6 viewpoints: space, time, movement, shape emotion and story, ability to communicate with other dancers developing 

a movement language or conversation 

Understand the difference between internal and external focus and motivation 

Elements of physical theatre: using text to generate movement and visa versa 

Expectations for Modern Dance  (MD4):  

By Level VI students are expected to have a good grasp of technique and more focus will be given to creative and interpretive 

skills. By the end of the year students must master the following principals: 

1)  Dynamics:  

Laban’s effort actions: direct, indirect, strong, light, quick, sustained bound and free   

Laban’s rhythms: impulse, impact, continuous, rebound, and swing.  

2)  Movement memory: 

ability to learn and reproduce choreography accurately, showing nuances in gesture, style and emotion.  

Students should also be able to apply choreographic devices like reverse, retrograde and fugue to movement phrases. 

3)  Performance:  

characterization 

facial expression 

eye focus 

appropriate dynamics 

musicality 

ability to perform in rehearsal 

4)  Creative tasks:  



ability to create material based on a certain set of parameters and inspirations. 

following on from the physical theatre work in level 3, students should be able to conceptualize dance pieces using 

more then one medium, i.e. including set design, scenic devices and projections as well as text  and story line. 

5)  Teaching:  

Students should be able to plan and teach a basic level one class under supervision 

6)  Written assignment: 

An exploration through the history of modern dance technique outlining the techniques of the modern dance 

pioneers and the evolution of technique to the present day. 

The following are a list of guidelines for proper studio etiquette: 

No food or sugary drinks in the studio at any time  

All students should have their own water bottle, which they bring into class. 

All students should have a kit that includes band-aids and tape  as well as scissors and sewing thread for point work.  

Students should never sit down in class, it gives the body the wrong signals and is disrespectful to the teacher. 

No talking in class particularly when an exercise is being demonstrated or other students are dancing. 

Proper dress codes must be adhered to, it should be understood that these are in place so that instructors can see the 

student’s body properly and thus adjust any wrong technique. 

Students should be in class warming up and ready to go at the start of class. 

Jazz Dance Technique 

Jazz dance curriculum focuses on the fundamental values established in the ever changing jazz world.  The program will 

establish and/or continue work on the embodying principles related to weight placement, use of opposition to achieve 

optimum positioning for transitions and movement across the floor, alignment, articulation of the feet, flexibility, isolations, 

execution of specific jazz turns and jumps, and in the upper levels, various styles of choreography. An emphasis is placed on 

jazz terminology, written, verbal and performance based (including ballet terminology used in the jazz class) and musicality 

(using various styles of music). The overall intent of the jazz class is to develop a well-rounded dancer who demonstrates 

knowledge and understanding of various styles of jazz dance and exhibits qualities of a performing artist.  

Expectations: Jazz Level I (JD1): 

1)  Knowledge of basic jazz history 

2)  Understanding of basic terminology (positions of the body, arms and feet) 

3)  Proper weight placement 

4)  Proper alignment (muscle conditioning and kinesthetic awareness) 

5)  Understanding of isolations (head, shoulders, ribs and hips) 

6)  Understanding of the importance of musicality 

7)  Proper stretching techniques to increase flexibility 

8) Proper articulation of feet 

9) Basic turns, jumps, weight changes with style and clarity of line 

Expectations: Jazz Level II (JD2): 

1)  Continued work on concepts established in Level I 



2)  More advanced principles of jumps and turns 

3)  Locomotor movements across the floor 

4)  Demonstration of increased strength and articulation of feet 

5)  Increased flexibility 

6)  Understanding of various styles of jazz 

7)  Understanding of the use of opposition for across the floor movements 

Expectations: Jazz Level III (JD3): 

1)  Continued work on concepts established in Levels I and II 

2)  Demonstration of combinations with direction, level and quality of movement changes across the floor 

3)  Higher and more difficult jumps  

4)  Wide variety of turns 

5)  Demonstration of various styles of jazz (West Coast, hip hop, Latin, theater, lyrical and modern jazz) 

6)  Increased strength and flexibility 

Expectations: Level IV (JD4): 

1)  Demonstration of mastery of skills established in Levels I, II and III 

2)  Demonstration of physicality required of a performing artist (strength, endurance, flexibility and control) 

3)  Ability to incorporate technique and performance 

4)  Mastery of changes in quality of movement based of applicable style 

5)  Understanding of choreographers’/teachers’ intent  

Nutrition & Injury Prevention 

Classes in nutrition and injury prevention are conducted by the director of health services.  

DANCE PREPARATORY PROGRAM 

NOCCA offers an after-school dance program for sixth, seventh and eighth grade students. The program’s coursework in 

ballet and modern dance is designed to prepare students to audition for NOCCA’s high school dance program. This studio-

based course emphasizes training.  Applicants should have two years of formal dance training and meet audition 

requirements.  

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Dress Code 

1)  Females in ballet: black leotards, pink tights, pink split-sole ballet slippers and pointe shoes 

2)  Females in modern dance: black leotard and black footless tights 

3)  Females in jazz dance: black leotard, black tights, black split-sole jazz shoes (no jazz sneakers) and tap shoes 

4)  Long and false fingernails are not allowed in class 

5)  Jewelry is not allowed  

6)  Hair should be pulled away from the face and secured in a tight bun where applicable (no pony tails). 



7)  Males in ballet: white t-shirts (form fitting and tucked in), black tights, dance belts, thin white socks and white split-sole 

ballet slippers 

8)  Males in modern dance: white T-shirts (form fitting and tucked in) and black footless tights 

9)  Males in jazz dance: white t-shirt (form fitting and tucked in) black tights, black split-sole jazz shoes (no jazz sneakers) and 

tap shoes 

10) Failure to attend class fully dressed (appropriate dance clothes and hair secured away from the face) demons trates a 

flagrant disregard for the dress code and an unprofessional work ethic. Dancers failing to comply with the rules are not 

allowed to participate in class. Repeat offenders are placed on probation and may be asked to leave the program. 

Certificates 

Certificate of Artistry represents the highest level of attainment for a NOCCA student and the culmination of working 

towards the goal of preparing for a career in the dance profession. The level of artistry is demonstrated by the successful 

retention of specific dance skills acquired through class work, comprehensive examination and a high artistic level achieved 

in performance. Student must perform in a NOCCA Dance Concert and must have faculty nomination for this 

achievement. 

Certificate of Performance is granted to those students who present a performance but have not completed the full dance 

curriculum. 

Graduating students who do not meet the above criteria, but who have completed all other requirements receive a Certificate 

of Recognition. 

In all cases, the judgment by the core dance faculty regarding the awarding of certificates is final. 

 


